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ABSTRACT
We present the science motivation, design, and on-sky test data of a high-throughput fiber coupling unit suitable
for automated 1-meter class telescopes. The optical and mechanical design of the fiber coupling is detailed
and we describe a flexible controller software designed specifically for this unit. The system performance is
characterized with a set of numerical simulations, and we present on-sky results that validate the performance
of the controller and the expected throughput of the fiber coupling. This unit was designed specifically for the
MINERVA array, a robotic observatory consisting of multiple 0.7 m telescopes linked to a single high-resolution
stabilized spectrograph for the purpose of exoplanet discovery using high-cadence radial velocimetry. However,
this unit could easily be used for general astronomical purposes requiring fiber coupling or precise guiding.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SCIENCE MOTIVATION
More than 400 extrasolar planets have been discovered via the radial velocity method ,1 where the tiny shift
in stellar spectral lines caused by an orbiting planet are measured with high resolution spectroscopy. A typical
shift caused by a planet like Earth around a Sun-like star is only 10 cm/s, corresponding to a line shift of a few
dozen silicon atoms on a high-resolution optical spectrograph .2 This leads to extreme requirements for thermal
and mechanical stability of the spectrograph, which become more difficult to achieve for larger telescope primary
mirror, as the spectrograph collimator diameter must grow proportionally to keep the resolution constant.3 On
the other hand, a larger mirror is beneficial for attaining the necessarily high signal-to-noise ratio in reasonable
amounts of observing time. Finally, in order for a planet to be detected, measurements must be made with
adequate orbital phase coverage, which can stretch from days to years depending on the orbital distance.
In view of these challenges, we are developing a fully robotic observatory to detect habitable-zone super-Earths
around nearby stars, called the “Minature Exoplanet Radial Velocity Array” (MINERVA). Rather than use a
single dish/single spectrograph design, the observatory uses multiple smaller telescopes fiber-feeding a single
spectrograph. The smaller dish size means that a high resolution can be achieved with a relatively compact (and
hence easier to stabilize) spectrograph, with the penalty of increased detector size. Furthermore, the multiple
spectra traced on the detector lead to better systematic error control.
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A critical component of this system is the fiber acquisition unit (FAU), where starlight is coupled from the
telescope to the spectrograph. Such a system must be robust, efficient, and automated in order to reduce
observing overhead and maximize signal.
2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
MINERVA consists of four PlaneWave∗ CDK-700 telescopes with four imaging cameras, four fiber acquisition
units (FAUs) and a single high resolution spectrograph. Each telescope will have one fiber coupler and one
wide-field imaging camera. The telescopes use a corrected Dall-Kirkham optical design with a tertiary mirror
providing access to two Nasmyth ports.
3. DESIGN
The coupling system consists of a fiber acquisition unit (FAU) and control software to interface analysis and
correction with the telescope pointing system. We first discuss the optical design and its implementation.
3.1 Optomechanical design
The FAU has three accessible optical paths. In the primary path, the telescope beam is fed directly into the
fiber at the native f/6.6 of the telescope. Separately, there is an optical path which relays a portion of the light
to a guiding camera via a pellicle. Finally, there is a set of relay lenses and a corner retroreflector. If the fiber
is illuminated from the exit end near the spectrograph, the input end of the fiber tip will be imaged on the
guide camera. The corner retroreflector guarantees that misalignments of the optics do not affect the image
position; this allows determination of the pixel position on the guider that corresponds to the fiber tip, and
hence a setpoint for guiding.
The fibers we use are 50 µm Ceramoptec octagonal fibers, which corresponds to a sky diameter of 2.3 arc seconds.
The median seeing at Mt. Hopkins observatory location is about a factor of two better than this, ensuring that
minimal flux is lost at the wings of the seeing disk.
Figure 1: Left: Optical layout of the fiber acuisition unit. The primary beam path (top to bottom) couples light
from the telescope into the fiber. The second path (top to left) images the star onto a guide camera. The third
path (bottom to right to left) images the fiber tip onto the detector. Right: mechanical drawing of the FAU;
fiber tip to base is about 8 inches long.
∗www.planewave.com
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3.2 Controller design
While the CDK-700 telescope has quite good open-loop tracking (accurate to a couple of arc-seconds over a ten
minute period), this is not good enough for our purposes, as typical integration times are from 10-20 minutes
and require keeping the star centered on a 2.3” diameter fiber tip. Therefore, we have implemented a modified
positional PID-type controller to correct for drifts and other inaccuracies. The controller input is the star position
on the camera, and the output is alt-az offsets to the telescope mount. It typically sends corrections once every
few seconds. The geometry of the alt-az telescope allows us to perform a “one-time” calibration of the camera
field rotation if the telescope’s derotator is turned off, which is ideal for high-cadence observing.
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Figure 2: (Left) Raw pixel tracking data with the closed loop guiding on (shaded region) and off. The two
curves correspond to the x and y pixel positions on the guider CCD. The pitch is 0.33 arc seconds per pixel.
(Right) The amplitude spectral density of the guider error is smaller at essentially all frequencies when guiding,
especially low frequencies corresponding to long-term drifts. The intersection of the green (guiding) curve with
0 at 0 Hz indicates there is no systematic error.
Currently, the controller operates near the optimal level, showing an rms pointing precision of about 0.2 arc
seconds, dominated by uncertainties in the measurement from seeing variations. Simulations of the required
pointing accuracy indicate that very low coupling penalties are incurred for a pointing accuracy of 0.2” rms
at any seeing from 0.5 - 2.5 ”; typically from 0-5%. It is thus unlikely that the control system is contributing
to any major loss of throughput in the system. Results from pointing tests are shown in Figure 2. The most
convincing evidence that the controller is not adding significant noise to the pointing system is from examining
the amplitude spectral density of the pointing errors; the error is comparable or lower at all sensed frequencies
when the telescope is guiding.
4. EXPECTED PERFORMANCE
The throughput of the fiber system is defined as the ratio of output light from the fiber to incident light on the
FAU. The throughput may be expressed in the following way:
Throughput = Pellicle Transmission ∗ Fiber Transmission (1)
= PηRinηinηthruηRout (2)
where ηin is the input coupling efficiency of the fiber tip, ηthru is the throughput of the fiber (which depends on
the fiber length and wavelength of light), and ηRout is the output transmission of the other fiber tip. Implicit in
the above equation is the wavelength dependence on all these quantities, and in all that follows, the flux should
be interpreted as an integral over the V-band.
We will consider these terms one by one.
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4.1 Pellicle
The pellicle is a Thorlabs BP108 92% / 8% transmission/reflection model. (While these values are strongly po-
larization dependent, the expected polarization level of the light is low.) Assuming the unpolarized transmission
curve we calculate the transmission over the Johnson V-band and find an expected transmission of 90.12 %.
∫
PT (λ)V (λ)dλ∫
V (λ)dλ
= 90.12% (3)
4.2 Fiber losses: ηRin, ηin, ηthru, ηRout
4.2.1 Reflection losses: ηRin, ηRout
The input coupling efficiency is dependent on two factors, the reflection from the fiber tip and the coupling into
the fiber tip. The reflection loss can be determined from the Fresnel equation(s) for s− and p− polarized light.
Both of these expressions can be approximated by
R =
(
n1 − n2
n1 + n2
)2
(4)
which gives a reflection loss of 5.3% on input assuming an index of refraction of silicon of 1.6. Using the exact
Fresnel equations does not change the answer very much (5.30% and 5.34%, respectively) even assuming all the
rays are propagating at the most extreme angle of the telescope’s f/#.
The same result holds on output, as the expression (the simplified one) is the same on interchange from 1→2.
4.2.2 Fiber input losses, ηin
The input efficiency depends on the coupling integral between the fiber and the image of the star†:
C =
∫∞
−∞ Fiber(θx, θy)× Star(θx, θy)dθxdθy∫∞
−∞ Star(θx, θy)dθxdθy
(5)
The full integral needs to be performed in 2 dimensions. The input seeing is assumed to be a symmetric gaussian
with a fwhm equal to the seeing; the fiber is assumed to be an octagon with width equal to the fiber image on
the sky. Full transmission is assumed inside the octagon; no transmission is assumed outside.
It can be seen in Figure 3 that losses depend heavily on the seeing, and in Pasadena (where the tests were
performed), we are operating well below optimal conditions.
It is also possible to calculate how the geometric coupling efficiency depends on pointing accuracy. To do this,
we run a Monte Carlo simulation of the coupling efficiency by treating the centroid of the seeing profile as a
random variable with zero mean error and a standard deviation equal to the pointing precision, shown as well
in Figure 3. It is interesting to note that for good pointing (0.1”-0.2”), the most severe losses occur at good
but not excellent seeing. The reason for this is that at excellent seeing (0-0.5”), the starlight is smaller than
and completely contained within the fiber tip and minor pointing errors do not change this. For good seeing
(0.8-1.7”), the same pointing errors cause significant portions of the seeing disk to miss the fiber tip. For poor
seeing (1.7+”), the seeing disk is already leaking out of the sides of the fiber tip, and small pointing errors only
have a modest additional effect.
†this is a simplification; the full equation involves the mode field diameter of the each fiber mode and the electric field
of the input star light
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Figure 3: Left: Theoretical throughput including pellicle transmission (PT ), reflection (ηR), geometric fiber
injection (ηin), and fiber transmission (ηthru) loss, for a range of seeing values. Right: Numerical simulation of
geometric injection efficiency for a range of pointing accuracies. The different lines correspond to different values
of seeing.
4.3 Summary of expected transmission
A summary of the expected transmission for each optical element is shown below. The weakness in these values
is that except for the pellicle, the transmissions were all derived from data sheets or calculated from numerical
simulations. Therefore, the uncertainty in the final number are expected to be at the 10-20% level.
Item Label Transmission Source Comment
Pellicle P 0.9 Thorlabs data, measured Integrated over V-band
Input Reflection ηRin 0.947 Calculated Fresnel equation, unpolarized
Input Coupling ηIn 0.45–0.55 Numerical simulations Coupling integral, seeing=2–2.5”
Fiber Transmission ηthru 0.90 Optran Data sheet 40 m fiber, calculated over V-band
Output Reflection ηRout 0.947 Calculated Fresnel equation, unpolarized
Product 0.34–0.45
5. MEASURED PERFORMANCE
To assess the performance of the fiber acquisition unit, we used two CCD cameras to synchronously measure the
reflected starlight and light transmitted out of the end of the fiber. The two cameras are identical SBIG ST-i
monochrome models, which were both fully characterized to assess gain and dark current differences. One of the
cameras was the actual camera used for guiding; the other was attached to the end of the fiber with an identical
V-band filter. A typical output image from the test is shown below in Figure 4.
The fundamental quantity measured from these two cameras is ADU’s, which can be related to the input flux
and other optical constants:
Guidecam[ADU] =
I[photons/s] · PR ·QE[e−/photon]
Gainguider[e−/ADU]
· texp,guider[s] (6)
And the integrated counts on the fiber are:
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Figure 4: The focused image of a star on the guide camera, and the diverging output beam of the fiber. The
region of relatively reduced flux in the center of the fiber image is due to the effects of focal ratio degradation.
Fibercam[ADU] =
I[photons/s] · PT · ηR ηIn ηthru ηR ·QE[e−/photon]
GainFibercam[e−/ADU]
· texp,fiber[s] (7)
Where PR, PT is the pellicle reflectance and transmission. Assuming the QE is the same for both cameras
(which is reasonable, as they use the same sensor), we can take the ratio of the two expressions above to find
Fibercam[ADU]
Guidecam[ADU]
=
PT
PR
Gainguider
GainFibercam
texp,fiber
texp,guider
× η2RηInηthru (8)
or more usefully
FAU efficiency = η2RηInηthru =
Fibercam[ADU]
Guidecam[ADU]
PR
PT
GainFibercam
Gainguider
texp,guider
texp,fiber
(9)
FAU Transmittance = PTη
2
RηInηthru =
Fibercam[ADU]
Guidecam[ADU]
PR
GainFibercam
Gainguider
texp,guider
texp,fiber
(10)
We performed multiple tests in both open and closed loop to assess the performance of the optical system and
control system. The tests were performed over a number of stars of differing magnitudes and spectral types.
We found that we typically measure throughputs of 35-45%, in line with the expectations from Figure 3 and
consistent with independent seeing measurements performed using a wide-field camera on the opposite Nasmyth
port of the telescope. An example of such a measurement can be seen in Figure 5.
6. CONCLUSION
We have presented the design, numerical simulations, and throughput measurements of a fiber coupling unit
suitable for small telescopes. The instrument has a simple and robust design and has proven to be reliable, with
performance in line with expectations within the precision of the measurements. Further tests after deployment
at Mt. Hopkins should validate the performance in more optimal seeing conditions. The final version(s) of this
instrument will be deployed later this year, and will incorporate minor modifications such as a customized pellicle
for slightly higher transmission (98% vs 92 %) and a slightly different fiber.
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Figure 5: A throughput measurement in typical Pasadena seeing conditions of ∼2”. The efficiency is about 50%
(45% throughput), in line with the expectations of Figure 3. The statistical deviation about the mean is 1.5%
(absolute), which is smaller than our systematic error.
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